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Radiation Safety Office
Radiation Safety Lab
University of Cincinnati Medical Center

UNIVERSITY OF P.O. Box 670591

Cincinnati Cincinnati, Ohio 45267-0591

Phone (513) 558-4110
Fax (513) 558-9905

November 18, 2010

Cindy Bladey
Chief, Rules, Announcements and Directives Branch (RADB)
Office of Administration
Mail Stop: TWB -05-BO IM
US Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington DC 20555-0001
Attn: Rulemakings and Adjudications Staff
Sent by fax: RADB (301) 492-3446

Subject: RIN 3150-AI12
Docket: NRC-2010-0194
Comments on Implementation Guidance for Physical Protection of Byproduct Material;
Category I and Category 2 Quantities of Radioactive Material

Dear Sir/Madam:

The University of Cincinnati appreciates this opportunity to provide comments on the above-referenced
proposed Implementation Guidance. The following comments are respectfully submitted.

The University of Cincinnati is disappointed with much of the Implementation Guidance. The
Implementation Guidance does provide some background information regarding why the NRC
established some of the regulatory requirements. However, a significant portion of the Implementation
Guidance does little more than reiterate the proposed regulations. The University of Cincinnati would like
to see significantly more "implementation guidance", including example procedures and processes that if
used will assure a licensee will be in full compliance with the regulations. Additional specific guidance
and examples are recommended for the following proposed paragraphs.

37.23(c) requires documented informed consent prior to initiating a background investigation. An
example informed consent document would be helpful.

37.23(d) requires a person history disclosure. An example disclosure form would be helpful.

37.23(e) requires a documented basis for determining if an individual is/is not trustworthy and reliable.
This requirement places a tremendous responsibility on licensees in regards to safety and homeland
security; therefore, clear and comprehensive guidance is needed. The draft Implementation Guidance does
not meet this need. The Implementation CGidance provides a few relatively obvious examples regarding
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what may be considered to determine that someone is not trustworthy and reliable; however, each
example is qualified with a statement indicating that the item alone should not be used to make a negative
determination. This type of unclear example is not helpful. An answer to 37.25(a), AS, states "no
background check can provide total assurance that a person granted access will not use the material for
malicious purposes." However, answer A9 for 37.23(e) asserts the licensee may still be held responsible if
an individual deemed trustworthy and reliable performs a malevolent act. This may be reasonable if there
were multiple clear indicators that an individual is not trustworthy and reliable; however, without clear
indicators the licensee should not be held responsible. Several example histories of individuals with
indicators the NRC would consider or not consider to be trustworchy and reliable would be helpful.

37.23(f) requires written procedures for conducting background investigations, updating background
investigations, assuring individuals who are denied access are not allowed unescorted access, and

notifying individuals of a denial. Example procedures would be helpful.

37.25(a)(2) requires verification of true identification. The Implementation Guidance states "the employer
must examine at least two identification documents." If at least two documents are required why does the
rule not include this specification? The regulations place the verification responsibility onto the licensee;
however, the Implementation Guidance indicates the verification should be by the "employer". If the

licensee is not the employer how should the situation be handled?

37.25(a)(6) requires credit history evaluation. Question Q4 asks, "what information in a credit history
report is relevant to the determination of trustworthy and reliability?" The associated answer, A4,
provides a list of items in a credit report, but does not really answer the question. Several examples of

credit histories of individuals who would be considered or not considered trustworthy and reliable would
be helpful. Guidance on methods for obtaining and/or companies that provide services to obtain credit
histories from countries other than the United States and a list of countries that do not have a credit
history system and/or likely would not provide a credit history would also be helpful.'

37.25(a)(7) requires local criminal history reviews. Guidance on methods for obtaining and/or companies
that provide services to obtain local criminal histories from countries other than the United States would
be helpful.

37.25(a)(8) requires a character and reputation review. The answer to the first question, Al, provides a list

of items that may indicate a character concern. The list goes well beyond what an employer would
typically ask and obtain from a character reference. Guidance on methods for obtaining this information,
along with several examples of individuals with indicators who would be considered or not considered to
be trustworthy and reliable would be helpful.

37.41(c) requires the licensee to have a security program that includes monitoring and responding to

actual or attempted unauthorized access. The Implementation Guidance indicates response is needed for
all attempts to gain unauthorized access. "Attempts" is clarified as including indirect covert actions such
as stealing a keycard, attempting to obtain a room access code, or copying a key to a security zone. The
University of Cincinnati requests clarification regarding whether each incident of an individual swiping
their keycard at a security zone access point and being denied access would be considered an access
attempt needing response.
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37.43(c) requires security program training- The Implementation Guidance answer A4 states "Licensees
must, however, provide at least a minimal level of training to all employees and contract personnel with
job responsibilities at a facility that could involve them in responding or assisting a response to a security
event." The use of the word "could" adds a potentially significant number of individuals who require
training. Are more than individuals requiring access to Category 1 and Category 2 devices and probable
primary responders expected to be trained? A list of likely individuals who would need training along
with any differences in the training for different job responsibilities would be helpful.

37.45(a) in the answer A3, the Implementation Guidance states that hospital or university police forces
meet the definitions of LLEA. However, the definition of LLEA requires the LLEA to be a "government
entity". A hospital or university may not be a government entity; however, their police forces may obtain
their police powers through a govermment entity. The University of Cincinnati agrees that hospital and
university police forces should be considered LLEA. As noted in the University of Cincinnati's comments
to the proposed rule itself, the University of Cincinnati recommends modifying the definition of LLEA
such that there are no inconsistencies and/or misunderstandings.

37.45(a) requires specific interactions between the licensee and the LLEA. The interactions include a
written agreement, meetings and annual coordination. A description of what should be included in the
written agreement and/or sample agreements would be helpful. A sample meeting agenda would also be
helpful. Clarification regarding the possible differences in the LLEA expectations if the LLEA is a
separate public organization (e.g., city police department) versus part of the licensee's organization (e.g.,
university police force) is also requested.

37.47(c) requires direct control of security zones by approved individuals at all times. The
Implementation Guidance states "approved individuals" are individuals who have completed the
trustworthy and reliable process. The Implementation Guidance also states patients are not exempt from
the requirements of Part 37 and escorting is required for all non-approved individuals. However, the
answer to a couple of the questions includes the wording "patients being treated are usually escorted,
monitored or frequently observed." This wording appears to be an understanding that constant escort of
patients is not practical. Does visual observation of the patient and/or the Category 1 or 2 device using
cameras or other remote observation methods satisfy the escort requirement? Clarification is requested.

Finally, 37.55 requires review of the security program' content and its implementation at least every 12
months. An example review checklist would be helpful.

Thank you for consideration of these comments. If you have any questions do not hesitate to contact me.

Vi•ioria Morris, MS, CHP
University of Cincinnati
Radiation Safety Officer
(513) 558-4110
vicki.morris@uc.edu
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